CT-based virtual simulation using the AdvantageSim 4.1. system. Description of reliability and accuracy.
CT simulation systems provide integration of CT-based planning target volumes, which allows to operate without the conventional simulator. The aim of our study was the quantitative assessment of the accuracy of field alignment and isocenter position using the new virtual simulation system AdvantageSim 4.1. for different treatment regions. Twenty-seven patients with prostate cancer, 23 patients with head and neck cancer and 30 lung cancer patients were included in this prospective trial. CT-based virtual simulation was performed to define treatment isocenter position. The linear discrepancies of the digitally reconstructed beam's eye views were compared with the conventional simulation and first treatment verification images. Among all patients the mean difference of isocenter position between conventional and virtual simulation was 3.5 mm. The isocenter displacements ranged from 0 to 6 mm. There was no significant difference in isocenter accuracy between the different treatment regions. Virtual simulation with AdvantageSim 4.1. is feasible in daily routine and allows to replace conventional simulation for different target volumes with a reliable accuracy of isocenter and field alignment. The beam's eye views allow the precise evaluation of the coverage of the planning target volume and the shielding of organs at risk.